UCF has now become one of Florida’s largest public universities, boasting more than 45,000 enrolled students. Almost 40 years ago, when UCF first opened its doors, there were only 1,000 students. The overwhelming increase has made an impact in all areas around campus, including classes, food service and parking.

With so many students moving into and out of the same freshman composition or biology class, registration has become a grueling and much hated process. “It’s so frustrating planning a schedule when most of the time I just don’t get into the classes that I want,” freshmen Patricia Haldyman said.

Classes fill so quickly that many departments offer waiting lists and several over-rides to accommodate for students every semester.

Biology professor Frank Loguadice has noticed a significant increase in class size over the past few years. A former course of his, Human Anatomy has increased from 92 students in 1992 to 430 students in 2004.

Logiudice receives several e-mails and phone requests each semester for his popular courses, including Biology for Non-Majors, which has been full every semester since he started teaching. Also, according to Logiudice, comparative vertebrate anatomy has doubled in size over the past two years.

With thousands of students majoring in the College of Science, Logiudice said that students are at a disadvantage when they don’t get into these classes.

However, hope is not lost. “The Biological department is hiring new faculty to handle the increased number of students,” Logiudice said. “We are also expanding our curriculum to see what areas of study to incorporate into the classes.”

Foot traffic on campus also increases as the student population grows.

The Student Union is the central location on campus for food and the Student Union Board handles their daily activities. Several organizations hold monthly meetings to give a large amount of students a go-to place to grab lunch or hang out with friends.

According to the Student Union’s official Web site, the Student Union is located at the Student Union on a daily basis.

Two Seminole Hall freshmen win pizza-ordering contest

Domino’s awards Sean Kane, Zach Moncilovich $1,200

On April 3, UCF freshmen Sean Kane, 20, and Zach Moncilovich, 21, were awarded $1,200 each for winning Domino’s Pizza’s second annual annual “Battle of the Dorms.”

The competition began the first day of fall semester 2003 and ended April 3. Students living in on-campus housing ordered from Domino’s for more than five months. Their orders were tracked by their telephone numbers. Kane and Moncilovich won by purchasing more word worth of products than their competitors.

Artie Stoeke, owner of UCF’s Domino’s, said presenting the prizes to the winning students “ kinda feels like Christmas.”

The prizes include five t-shirts (equal to 12 credit hours), 46-inch Panasonic Plasma Screen TV’s, or cash. The TV and cash option only apply to students whose tuition is already paid through scholarships, according to UCF’s Domino’s website.

This is the third year Seminole Hall residents have won the competition. “The same floor won last year,” Stoeke said. “I think that it gave more of a push for the floor to win again.”

No matter what the push was, “winning was definitely exciting stuff,” Kane said.
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We are a loving couple seeking a young woman interested in fertility donation to help us start a family.

We are optimally looking for blonde hair and blue eyes.

Please e-mail a picture and a little about yourself to:
rogandsteph1@yahoo.com
so we may learn a little about each other.

We can not thank you enough for the gift you share in giving us a family.
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QEP – Quality Enhancement Plan
Students protest, janitors strike over labor practices in Miami

CONRAD CHEN

Students at the University of Miami on Friday night launched a longer strike Wednesday in support of campus janitors striking over alleged unfair labor practices.

The students joined about 30 janitors protesting outside an administration building to picket for a meeting with university President Donna Sha­lala. The janitors and other campus workers are represented by the Service Employees International Union, which has been on strike for nearly three months.

They accused Shalala of using students on union representa­ tion for the workers.

They are planning to join the Service Employees’ Inter­ national Union.

Shalala and the students and union representatives negotiating over the contract, which is administered by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts-­Based Union Service Employees International Union.
Because big brother's on the "Van Wilder" plan.

He's burned through his college fund and most of yours.
Extend your savings and cover up to 100% of your education costs with a Campus Door student loan, featuring online approval in less than a minute.
Write that down.

www.campusdoor.com
Cypress Dome creative outlet for UCF writers, poets, artists

Club publishes yearly magazine, brings authors to campus

THOMAS HOEFER

Seventeen years ago, a group of students wanted to turn their passion for writing into something bigger. What began as a small effort in the freshman year of a literature major has grown to become The Cypress Dome, a semiannual literary magazine which was celebrated with the Dome from the beginning with the group's first published issue, which was compiled by editor Rachel McMillan, a senior and a creative writing major. The group, which is now called the Dome, is comprised of students who have been involved in the club from the beginning.

The Dome has expanded its focus in recent years to include all forms of creative writing, such as poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. The group's main goal is to provide a platform for students to express themselves through their writing.

A board of five to six student editors, chosen by Staff and students, evaluates the contributions and decides which ones make it to the final edition. Each issue contains a variety of student and faculty pieces, and is distributed for free to students and faculty at UCF.

The group has also held several events, including talk-ins and readings, and has hosted readings by guest authors such as Rachel McMillan, a senior and a creative writing major. The group's main goal is to provide a platform for students to express themselves through their writing.

The group has also held several events, including talk-ins and readings, and has hosted readings by guest authors such as Rachel McMillan, a senior and a creative writing major. The group's main goal is to provide a platform for students to express themselves through their writing.

However, healthier and more effective choices are available to college students looking for healthier food. Two local marketplaces, Chamberlin’s and Whole Foods Market, offer naturally grown foods at competitive prices. The Orlando Marketplace is home to Chamberlin’s, a full-service grocery store that features natural and organic foods. Chamberlin’s and Whole Foods Market offer naturally grown foods at competitive prices.
Officer dunked to raise money for Jenkins fund

UCF Police Department Officer Samuel Gonzales is dunked by a student to raise money for the Mario Jenkins Memorial Traveling Fund in the Student Union Thursday. Participants had the chance to dunk officers and parking patrol officers for a donation. The event brought in about $300, said Gonzales, who organized the event. The money raised during the event will go toward funding a trip for Jenkins' family and coworkers to travel to Washington D.C. for the National Law Enforcement Memorial.

SPHISPLASHING

Jody Villecco, snacking as we know it has Fattening food alternatives include vegan cookies, fake meat, produce

lifestyle aimed at wellness," Winsberg said.

As of November 2005, more than 60 percent of Americans said that at one point throughout the year, they had purchased some kind of organic product. The UCF community appears to be following that trend.

Here in Orlando, UCF students looking for healthy foods and an alternative to fast-food frequent Chamberlin's.

Annabelle Vertrees, a UCF student, works at Chamberlin's and says the store has a lot to offer the average college student.

"We have a lot of organic "fake food," and vegan cookies," she said.

College life isn't complete without snacks. Yet, according to Food and Nutrition Coordinator for Whole Foods Market body Villecco, snacking as we know it has changed.

"When people think of snacks they often think of fast food and chips with hydrogenated oils or processed cheese foods," Villecco said. "Stirring has been minimized. You can now find a terrific selection of flavorful, nutritious snack foods without the empty calories and artificial additives."

Students can purchase organic soda, chips and candy bars from Chamberlin's, most of them priced the same as at those large chain stores. For the vegetarian community, Chamberlin's has a full deli that caters to its needs.

"We have a whole-deli with fake meats," Vertrees said. "There's even vegan chicken salad."

Chamberlin's main competition comes from the Whole Foods Market, which is located in Winter Park.

"A lot of vegetarians on campus go to Whole Foods instead of Chamberlin's," Vertrees said. "But we offer all of the same products."

Shops like these often face competition from larger retailers such as Publix, which has a "Greenwise" section offering many of the same products offered at Chamberlin's or Whole Foods Market.

UCF exceptional education major Kim Benz says Publix has the price advantage.

"It's amazing to see a whole market full of organic food," Benz said. "But I did see some things at Publix that were foreign." However, some things are the same price at each retailer. For instance, Amy's brand dips are roughly the same price everywhere and are quick and easy for students. For about $3, students can purchase a frozen dinner that is ready in about five minutes and has about a third of the calories of a fast-food meal. Still, no matter where you purchase them, buying organic foods is a way for college students to eat healthier.

"It's a lot healthier," Vertrees said. "It's just a lot bet­

ter for you."

What does America mean in the 21st century? What issues will challenge us the most in the coming decades?

Check out what UCF students have to say about these questions. Watch the finalist films from the meStories digital film competition.
Allies a safe place for gay students to talk

New garage scheduled to open this July with an estimated 1,500 spots

Allies a safe place for gay students to talk

Sexual harassment frequently goes unreported

Summer is almost here! Have you heard of Power Plate the Next Generation of Fitness?
Student researchers have a voice, thanks to Trotter

It doesn't come easy, but the idea for the society, he was told. When he first heard the idea for the society, he was unsure. Trotter gave the introduction speech at the symposium, which was followed by a string of questions. Trotter plans to become a molecular neuroanthropologist, which will involve making human brain evolution and its neurological correlates. This means evaluating the effects of our complex environments upon our complex physiology and psychology, and understanding our cognition and behavior in the light of our environment and neurophysiological development, Trotter said.

He hopes he will be able to treat, prevent, and cure diseases via making people more psychologically adaptable. He also has plans of starting an international research forum through which millenials of scientists will work together, making science an open science to nations of all cultural and economic statuses.

Trotter plans to become a molecular neuroanthropologist, which will involve making human brain evolution and its neurological correlates. This means evaluating the effects of our complex environments upon our complex physiology and psychology, and understanding our cognition and behavior in the light of our environment and neurophysiological development, Trotter said.

He hopes he will be able to treat, prevent, and cure diseases via making people more psychologically adaptable. He also has plans of starting an international research forum through which millenials of scientists will work together, making science an open science to nations of all cultural and economic statuses.

Some Places We Fly:

- Albuquerque
- Austin
- Baltimore/Washington (DCA)
- Boston (Logan or Providence)
- Chicago (Midway)
- Denver
- Fort Lauderdale
- Hartford/South Padre Island
- Las Vegas
- Long Island/Sepulcher
- Los Angeles (LAX)
- Manchester (a better way to Boston)
- Miami (8 miles to downtown Miami)
- Milwaukee (Mile 49, Close to Milwaukee)
- Oakland
- Orlando
- Philadelphia
- Phoenix
- Providence (a better way to Boston)
- Reno/Tahoe
- Salt Lake City
- San Diego
- San Jose (San Francisco/South Bay Area)
- Seattle/Tacoma
- Tampa Bay
- West Palm Beach

Wanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest Airlines starting at $49 one-way when you purchase at southwest.com! Be sure to purchase your ticket at least 21 days in advance and by May 11, 2006. Seats are limited. Fares may vary by destination and day of travel and won't be available on some flights that operate during very busy travel times.
Today at noon, members of the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union will march across campus. The rally, which will be the first of its kind on campus, is dedicated to showing visual support for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender persons at UCF in response to the recent death of a gay student. President John Hitt has a letter in the Daily Knight. 

The number of cases involving the alleged sexual assault of a student in the past year is one example of the need for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender students to be protected. As sensitive as this issue is, the only people who can ever be portrayed in a negative light are the people who will have their right to cast judgment will be those who decide, the verdict is final. The march, which begins at the corner of West Renovations and Eiffel, will proceed through campus and end at the University Center. We are guaranteed a trial by a jury of our peers, and that is the right to have a fair and impartial trial. These people should support same-sex partner benefits. As sensitive as this issue is, the only people who can ever be portrayed in a negative light are the people who will have their right to cast judgment will be those who decide, the verdict is final. The march, which begins at the corner of West Renovations and Eiffel, will proceed through campus and end at the University Center. We are guaranteed a trial by a jury of our peers, and that is the right to have a fair and impartial trial. These people should support same-sex partner benefits.

As the rally moves through campus, they can expect to see a variety of speakers, including University President John Hitt, who will address the crowd. The rally is being held in response to the recent death of a gay student, and it is intended to show support for the LGBTQ community at UCF.
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As the rally moves through campus, they can expect to see a variety of speakers, including University President John Hitt, who will address the crowd. The rally is being held in response to the recent death of a gay student, and it is intended to show support for the LGBTQ community at UCF.
In response to concerns with biased intramural officiating at hockey games

Thank you for providing feedback about the intramural program. I'm not sure which game or teams you are referring to as our floor hockey playoffs have not reached the semifinals quite yet. However, we strongly encourage the more than 100 intramural employees that supervise and officiate intramural sports to participate as well.

Our best and most qualified officials are generally those who are most active as participants. We do limit the number of intramural supervisory officers that may play on a team to two, in order to avoid the appearance of stacked teams, and we spend a good portion of our training in the pre-season on this topic.

Over the years I have heard "complaints" similar to yours that a particular team or player gets a break from officials because they are in a particular fraternal, are a member of student government, or are employees of the Recreation and Wellness Center, are related to the employees, etc. With so many diverse student organizations and groups that play intramurals, officials will generally be familiar with their peers and classmates that participate. More often than not, officials are harder on their fellow employees than the average participant because of the high expectations they have for each other.

In my opinion, those who wind up in the penalty box usually are there for a reason other than simply asking a question. The students who run the Intramural Sports program work hard every day so that you can enjoy all that the program has to offer.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, UCF RECREATION AND WELLNESS CENTER

New book should 'shock' educate American readers with collective brave 'toons

Cartooned big movement with Arabi­

speak. The author of it is Gostav

New book should 'shock' educate American readers with collective brave 'toons

The Bush administration has turned America into a disgraceful dictatorship that would have the founding fathers spinning in their graves. In my experience, those who wind up in the penalty box usually are there for a reason other than simply asking a question. The students who run the Intramural Sports program work hard every day so that you can enjoy all that the program has to offer.

- PAT BARRY
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- PAT BARRY

New book should 'shock' educate American readers with collective brave 'toons

new book should shock, educate American readers with collective brave 'toons

Covered American readers with collective brave 'toons

Incredibly brave with everything they've done such as being brave to publishing in public while dealing with the loss of their daughter. Students should be inclined to take a hour or two out of their day not only to their fellow employees, but also to show support to a student that has had to deal with such a large emotional void.

Cases of student disappearances and sexual assaults are not uncommon in America, and to think this doesn't happen at UCF is a mistake of ignorance. Acting like these crimes can't happen to each of us is simply an act of foolishness.

Thousands of people are saying that Kesse is somehow returned unharmed to those who love her. They are demanding that you learn from those who have been harmed in such a way to pray that it never happens to them.

- PAT BARRY
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Easy to Find! Easier to Deal!

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5S

 Lease from

$199**/MO

with $2,500 down

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S

Starting As Low As

$12,992**

2006 NISSAN XTERRA

$3,500 OFF MSRP

MAKING THE GRADE with SignatureGRADUATE®

$500 CASH** WITHIN 90 DAYS DEFERRED PAYMENT**

Wheels, Security Deposit on a Lease

NISSAN

MAZDA

MAZDA "BUMPER TO BUMPER" LIMITED WARRANTY

48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

NEW 2006 MAZDA 3i 4-DR.

FROM ONLY

$11,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE

FROM ONLY

$13,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

FROM ONLY

$19,995

All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Restrictions and/or qualifications may apply to all offers. Offers expire on date specified or while supplies last. Offers not combinable with every other offer. Credit approval may be required. Please see dealer for details. ©2006 Mazda North American Operations, LLC. All rights reserved.
Bulls win second straight in Orlando, 6-4 in 11 innings

1. Suspendive justice has been the rule for the Knights this year as the team opened hot and then cooled down last Friday.

2. For the second consecutive season USF lost two out of three games to UCF. The Bulls learned back from losing the series 1-2.

3. Three different Golden Knights — Evan Warner, Alex Sotges, and Joe Bulkhead — left town on a high note Tuesday (USF leads 2-1).

6. USF coach Rick Eberle had his plate umpire rotate in the game to give the Knights a better view of the strike zone, including three hits.

DEBATE:
The battle between balls and pucks

Point: Playoffs in the NBA provide the best moments

ANDY VASQUEZ

Ah, the end of spring season is a time of many well-deserved vacations. Should I猶爾? Or should I play one more round of Tiger Woods on my XBOX? Have a paper due at 8 a.m. tomorrow; should I re-read it? I could, but wouldn't it be more fun to go out? I really should study, but Dodgeball is on HBO...again. Yeah, I think I'm going to go with Dodgeball.

Sometimes it's hard to function with so many mind-numbing decisions at hand. —Before I understand —but there is one decision that will be easy to make this spring: the choice between the NBA playoffs and the NHL playoffs.

What? That's drama Old Crier report right? The NHL is actually holding a playoff this year?

Counterpoint: NHL has it right with postseason

CHRIS KOYER

I'm probably backing up the wrong camp (don't judge me when I tell you that the NHL playoffs are more important to this NBA play-in, execution and entertainment.

After all, this is a town that loves hockey. The local youth sports franchise, the NHHL's Magic, and could not prevent one of the most successful minor league hockey teams of the past decade, the IHL's Affilink merged with the AHL Solar Bears from folding, despite winning a championship in their final game.

But, for us non-sports folk, it's an objective knock on the beauty of the chase for Lord Stanley's Cup. And before we can even get rolling, we've reached our first stop: the Cup. There is no easy.

Football looks ahead to season after injury-marred Spring

Fans have something to look forward to

ANDY VASQUEZ

The UCF football team wrapped up spring practices last Saturday with the Gold-White scrimmage at the UCF Soccer Complex, continuing a whirlwind for the Golden Knights. It's a time of change for the UCF football program as a whole, not just on the field — where the Knights have made massive improvements — but off the field as well.

In the past season UCF went from being ranked as one of the worst teams in the country to its first-ever bowl game. In doing so the Knights won the Conference USA Eastern Division title and a spot in the CUSA Championship game, in which they fell to UAB. Before that loss in the CUSA title game UCF became the first team in NCAA Division I-A football history to win five consecutive games only one season after going 6-6.

USF fall short of Ty-City

The USF baseball Gold-Gold contest on the campus of South Florida University.

C-USA standings

The conference concludes today with a two-game lead over Houston. The Owls come to Orlando next weekend.

1. Rice, 32-9 11-1
2. Houston, 31-14 9-3
3. Southern Miss, 31-15 5-4
4. Memphis, 25-17 6-6
5. UCF, 21-19 4-5
6. East Carolina, 25-17 4-5
7. Tulsa, 16-15 5-7
8. Marshall, 16-17 4-8
9. UAB, 13-20 0-9

Knights Baseball Club hits home stretch while financial issues loom

JOHN CHIN

It has been more than two weeks since Major League Baseball kicked off its new season for 2006. The uniforms are all still on. The fields are still open and ready for action. Fans are still keeping score of their wins and excitement.

However, another season is well under way.

In a league that many don't know exist, teams are grinding their way through games. And although they are a part of that grind, the Knights Baseball Club is engaged in something totally different leagues.

At the Dover Plains Community Center on Saturday April 8, the teams spread out along the right field fence. Players of every mood parade lines, clapping, laughing, and throwing sombreros to each other.

Pa McInnis set his dugout, scribbling potential HCIs on his notepad. The 23-year-old interdimensional social scientist major looked at his Hardback team. He glanced left and recognized four more Knights slowly making their way over to the dugout with their duffel bags slung over their shoulders.

"Look whom here!" McInnis said to the late players. They grinned and shot back three dirty looks.

Andres barked.

The team consisted of UCF students, has been around for a few years, but nothing about the team.

"I got lucky finding out about the baseball club," said McInnis, the club president. "I probably would have missed it.

The opponents for the day were the Georgia Bulldogs. They were bidden.
Blazers bring 18-game losing streak to weekend set

UCF knows a little too bit about losing streaks. Just look at the football team that lost 17 straight games from 2005 to 2006. More recently, softball last season lost 18 games in a row. That's a losing streak that continues when they play a three-game set against the UAB Blazers.

The Blazers (0-2, 0-0 C-USA) come to Orlando as 19-6, a school record. The newest offensive sensation is pitcher Jacob Legg, who has spiked the ball put the pitcher's mound for the first time in his career. Momentum on the Bulls deserted quickly. The pitcher's mound lost its magic with a wild pitch by Mike Chiego to the right of the plate.

Indoor practices forced during stadium building

It is not necessary to believe that a one-year age record is being achieved about the future of football at UCF. With two victories in the last three seasons, the Knights have looked good.

Weekend preview

Knights get USF this week in the final C-USA series

Saturday: 6:30 p.m.

Bullpen

“Ring of Fire” is back and so is USF coach Wynn. The Knights and Bulls have been sitting on the sidelines and have not played a game since the season got underway last week.

Knights come into this game with a 2-0 record, while USF is 0-2. The Knights are 15-1 in the C-USA and have won five of their last six games.

The Bulls have not played a game since the season got underway last week.

Knights were forced to practice in facilities on campus, including the gym and the fieldhouse. The Knights have been at the gym for about two weeks and have not practiced in any other facility.
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THEODORE, Rashid, New York, NY

Were it not seen by many a witness at the club, the death of Rashid’s game would remain a mystery. Belting one of the many crime scene investigators portrayed nightly on television sets. For it is a generally accepted truth that when men get off to a great start with a girl at a club, they soon expect to find themselves suitably working that woman’s torso into a tangle on the dance floor. (With particular attention paid to the rubbing of the palms, the elbows, and of course the occasional posterior.) But, Rashid’s case was peculiar, and no matter how fluid his conversational flow was flowing, his game saw no moment towards the aforementioned dancing routine, most especially as it pertained to the presence of a posterior-knocking.

TENDER, Andy, Teaneck, NJ

Andy Tider’s game was alive and well. Butting up the place and making the ladies say, "Daram!" His game was a little thing—full of one liners, well-timed nods and boyish smiles. He was fringy smoothy while he talked to a little young American princess named Shorteelee. Line like, "You should be called Shorteelee... because you’re beautiful, and so is lace," confirmed that his game was flying on all cylinders, until along came the future half-humor himself, The Baller. The one Tider would have loved to have kept his cool, could have shrugged off The Baller’s play for his girl with a simple pump fake to the bar and a drive to the Shorteelee lane, but instead he got caught in The Baller’s full-court trap. And before he knew it, Tider and The Baller were reenacting Detroit vs Indiana, 2005. Andy Tider, you are the first player to turn an easy layup into a personal foul. Somewhere up there, Andy Tider, Wit is laughing.

BARTON, Ross, McDonough, GA

Approximately at dawn or sometime early-like that last Saturday morning, marked the death of Ross Barton’s game. Which came as quite a surprise to Ross who thought for sure he was in the process of scoring at Club VooDoo with a gorgeous pixie-named Bunnyflower. But such is the fate of any man who tries to score while in the chill-out room of a rave, especially if that chill out room is inhabited by the cuddly teddy-bear of a soul otherwise known as The Gamekiller, Senorita. For as cute as rave girls can be in a pair of neon purple pajamas, it is best not to tell them so when they are in the middle of wondering why the Earth doesn’t orbit around love. Nor is it cool to try to cop a feel inside their fuzzy one-piece and pass off it as a momentary lapse of depth perception. Nor is it cool to mention that all this music seems to be stuck on repeat. And these were just some of the many lessons Ross learned from Senorita, the last of which came when Senorita took his Bunnyflower home at 9 a.m. to, "Just you know, mellow out and lounge on your warm, velvet comforter.”

CHOI, Mike, Queens, NY

The once valiant game of Mike Choi died this past weekend at a charming pub well known to locals as a killer pickup scene. The evening had begun auspiciously when Choi was asked by a woman if she had died for a living. To which, Choi replied convincingly, “Philanthropy.” On any other night such a cavalier lie might be rewarded with an equally generous tongue-end reciprocation, but this night, Choi was unaware that within earshot of his gross misrepresentation was the Emirate for which the UAE was named after, the financier who prefers cursory with his own likeness on it, The Gamekiller Switzerland calls on for financial planning, Kash Muni. And what a shame it was, to watch something as genuinely humanistic as Choi’s definition of philanthropy die a quick death at the 24-Carat gold watch ladens wrist of Kash Munni who needed only to turn it once and say simply, “The limo, my lady, awaits.” Leaving Choi feeling philanthropic only to Glen, the genial bartender.

ENGELBRECHT, Judd, Bradenord, NJ

Judd’s game was proceeding along nicely as it followed closely behind the toned and tanned posterior of his athletic date, Beth, on a bucolic mountain bike ride through the hills of San Francisco. When all of a sudden something punctured Beth’s tire, leaving (and subsequently) Judd’s game, gasping for air. For, while Judd tried to repair the tube, along the path came The Gamekiller who has never consulted the thesaurus, known simply as Early Man. And, as all damsels in distress will do, while Judd tried in vain to remove her tire from the wheel frame, she gradually grew weary of his laundry list of excuses and began to turn her attention to Early Man whose brain might resemble a slime mold, whose biceps require their own zip code. And before Judd could say, “Uh, Beth I thought we were on a date here,” Early Man had picked up Beth, perched her on his shoulders, and took a covetous-like pride about showing her each and every hill of San Francisco, then Sacramento, then Santa Barbara, and finally, San Diego.

MAGNER, Joe, Acton, MA

It is with great sadness that we mark the passing of Joe Magner’s game. A game once respected for its ability to overcome great resistance. It was in the process of doing just that; charmingly dismantling the defenses of a bubbly blonde sorority girl, when Joe turned and saw someone beside them, intently watching their conversation. Alas, this person was a Gamekiller, and none other than the over-educated, pseudo-academic, knower of everything, known as IQ. The Gamekiller whose sole pleasure in life is using his enormous brainpower to extricate girls just like Joe’s. And so it was that IQ quickly and seamlessly steered the conversation to the dilemma of quasi existentialism. Joe asked if the conversation was for real. Setting himself up for an intellectual pummeling. By the time Joe had finished struggling to hold onto IQ’s train of thought, he had lost his hold on the girl. Nature son contributus Joe. Nature non contributur.

Moyse, Peter, Washington, DC

This is to mark the demise of Peter Moyse’s game. Peter’s game had been happily working on a pair of foreign exchange students. Well aware that there’s so much that can be misinterpreted as charming and witty when there’s a language barrier. Peter was about to go for broke, offering to teach them the meaning of his favorite (and only) French term: mélangé à trois, when late dealt him a cruel blow, for in walked The Gamekiller, The Balladeer. A walking repository of meter and rhyme, The Balladeer is more than a pair of ripped denim jeans and an unprintable hat. For any music group would attest—especially those who could care less about lyrics—a song song is like eight octaves better than one spoken. Peter could have kept his game alive if he’d just kept his cool. But did he? Hell no. He stepped out of his game and went all a cappella on the foreign beauties, leaving the girls with no choice but to nightcap at The Balladeer’s house where he delighted them to his latest chart topping track, just “The Three of Us.”
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Keep Your Cool. Axe Dry.
NHL lockout means postseason failure
Kime Bowers

The national interest is deeply beloved in America the nation interested in the NBA..." Kobe Bryant, Steve Nash lost nearly his entire life. Coxwersely, the league has hardly been more lamented. The recent development...}

Long-term doesn’t mean that the NHL isn’t represented in the NBA, too. The do-or-die outcome is something you don’t see in a single NBA game. The recent development in the NBA is that it is now essentially an uncompetitive league. In the East, there is one giant team, the Heat and Pistons in the West, Phoenix’s run...
COHEED AND CAMBRIA
ENDS 'THE SUFFERING' OF ORLANDO FANS
WITH APPEARANCE AT
THE UCF ARENA WITH
AVENGED SEVENFOLD

CAN'T STOP
THE ROCK

Popular rock acts Coheed and Cambria, Avenged Sevenfold display different musical styles to the delight of fans at the UCF Arena last Saturday night

BRANDON BILLY & MATTHEW ZAB

The UCF Arena was packed with 5,147 fans on Saturday night. All three shows--Coheed and Cambria and Avenged Sevenfold rock, in the only Florida stop on the current spring tour.

Head Automatica, scheduled to open the show, canceled last hour owing to illness. Fans on the band's official Web site speculate that Head Automatica dropped out of the show due to illness. The illness could be related to singer Daryl Palumbo, who has Crohn's disease. This could not be confirmed Tuesday by Warner Bros. Records, the band's label.

But, on stage, the show went on.

Coheed and Cambria opened the concert at 7:30 p.m. and played the most, an ambitious, 24-minute live version of "The Final Cut," an eight-minute song off its second album," Good Apollo, I'mIU, I'm A Mess, I'm a Man."

From Four Times The Love of Madness." This explosion was no surprise to Coheed fans but the band's treatment of playing lengthy live versions of the songs, usually up to twice the length of the album versions.

Insist Michael Todd was able to provide a reason.
As life moves on, eventually love will find us all

**NOT JUST SEX**

DARIA DELAPI

With only two weeks left before I graduate, there’s a sudden shift in my thinking. Suddenly, I feel like a time bomb is ticking away inside me. I know I should just enjoy the ride, but I can’t help but wonder what is the time frame of finding love? Is it also the universal girl code that tells us whether or not they love someone? I find it funny how a thing as simple as waiting can make you think.

The age-old uncertainty of "Is it love or lust?" So, again, the question remains: How soon is too soon to know that’s the shirt Rachel wore in The OC?” Stephanie Hill, co-owner of Stalhi, put it best.

I went to the Fashion Institute for Design and Merchandising in L.A. I always wanted to own and operate my own boutique,” said Hill. "It’s funny how a thing as simple as waiting can make you think."

Almost everything in life has a logical reason: Why is there a waiting period before you can graduate from college to achieve. Warranties last two years. Babies take nine months to fully develop. A return can be made within 30 days. A battery has the life span of two years. Babies take nine months to fully develop. A return can be made within 30 days. A battery has the life span of two years.

There has always been a constant in relationships: The age-old uncertainty of "Is it love or lust?" So, again, the question remains: How soon is too soon to know that’s the shirt Rachel wore in The OC?” Stephanie Hill, co-owner of Stalhi, put it best.

Breaking the silence

**CARMEN WILLIAMS**

Stalhi Celebrity Fashion Boutique opened its doors for the first time this past Saturday on the Waterford Lakes campus, offering the hottest trends in women’s fashion. Walking into Stalhi is like walking into a very fashionable friend’s closet, with its bright white decor spiced with pink and green accents. Spotlights suspended from the high, vaulted ceiling shine onto walls lined with exclusive brands organized with pictures of the celebrities who wear them. The labels associated, called "stylists," are quick to help customers find outfits that help them find their own place among the many celebrity styles the store offers.

"You know that’s the shirt Rachel Bilson wore on The O.C," Stephanie Hill said to a customer carrying a pink hooded jacket. Stalhi is the brainchild of Hill and her business partner, Gregg Hill. The pair met in Los Angeles and decided to merge their dreams: Hill’s desire of owning her own women’s boutique and Gregg’s desire to be a successful business owner.

Elin, who is the manager of Stalhi, personally chooses every product that is sold in the store, and her knowledge of the fashion industry is an asset to patrons of the boutique. "I’m originally from Kentucky, but I went to the Fashion Institute for Design and Merchandising in L.A. I worked as a trim layer at Alex Hill, but I always wanted to own and operate my own boutique," said Elin. "It’s just as easy not to be able to achieve. There has always been a constant in relationships: The age-old uncertainty of "Is it love or lust?" So, again, the question remains: How soon is too soon to know that’s the shirt Rachel wore in The OC?” Stephanie Hill, co-owner of Stalhi, put it best.
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Girlfriends can feel free to indulge

MELISSA AGHCHA
gallop

The Mall at Millenia and the Rosen Plaza Hotel have recently begun offering women a pampering experience called "Girlfriends Indulgence," packages that were introduced May 1 through July 31, and include a wide variety of services for $5 tank tops to $31,000 worth of amenities that you are not getting with the standard rooms. According to Mall at Millenia, "A business such as the Hard Rock Cafe, Lake Eola Hotel, Rosen Regency Grand Cypress Hotel, Orlando World Center and Renaissance Orlando-Resort at SeaWorld have partnered with Millenia to offer deals to shop.

Waterford boutique provides bargains

Waterford boutique provides bargains

Girlfriends Indulgence packages.

The package includes:

- 150 upscale international shops and chic U.S. retailers, services and restaurants for women to visit during their pampering experience.
- "What girl wouldn't like being pampered while shopping?"
- After shopping at Millenia's upscale boutiques, women may choose to stop by one of the seven restaurants for some food or cocktail at the Blue Martini lounge. Women may also choose to spend the rest of their day lounging around the resort-style Rosen Plaza. According to Miami's Indulgence package.

The mall offers other events such as First Friday, where popular local bands play and restaurants offer happy hour specials to guests. The Playhouse Promenade is a private auction that will benefit children with cancer at Florida Hospital.
Arena rocks with national acts

For 85

Within the elongated songs, "There's something where I'll play songs, and I may completely different one night then another," he said "just cross I'm feeling it."

"But we can kind of get by that."

Time doesn't matter when it comes to love

For 88

The risk of.scaring away a perfectly good guy.

While both are perfectly good ways of thinking, I have in agree with the former. How can you put a time limit on your feelings? If you feel something, waiting a month or two may just very possible to feel love after a week, a month, a year. It is just as easy not to feel it after five years.

BOTTOM line, love will come when it will. There is no time limit for when you can return. It is. There is no time frame for when you can capture it. Love will come when it comes. You just have to hope that when it finds you, you can push past the time constraints mentally and enjoy the moment.

Or else it might just pass you by.

Don't waste your MONEY!

Let the Experts Refill and Remanufacture your Ink and Laser Cartridges

$3 OFF

your next refill with this ad and your UCF I.D. Exclusive to UCF students only

LOOK AT SOME OF THE SAVINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
<th>BIG STORE PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 27</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEX 1</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 4127A</td>
<td>$59.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Up to 50% OFF

the price of a new cartridge

We also refill DELL

Like University House

your own, not by yourself

www.universityhouse.com

First, we asked students everywhere what they wanted in an apartment, then we gave it to them:

- Affordable luxury amenities designed around actual student life.
- A place that's conducive to studying, with built-in social life, and a double dose of live-on-your-own, make-your-own-choices, off-campus FREEDOM!
Graduating Soon? Student Loan Scaring You? Apply Today! Start Monday!

Less Spending Come earn extra cash extra!
• Flexible AM & PM Schedules
• Paid Training
• Guaranteed Base Wage Per Hour
Incentive Programs
• Business Casual Environment

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Winter Park
Orlando
407-673-9700
407-243-9400

FUN WITH CHOCOLATE AND ICE CREAM!
Join a Winning Team!

Cheswick Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop is looking for engaging, family-oriented, fast-paced, entry level positions! We are searching for responsible, enthusiastic individuals to join our team. We offer a rewarding work environment, participation in the community, and competitive pay!

We are looking for:
• Servers/Bartenders
• Fountain/Cashier

Benefits include:
• 401K
• Stock options
• Medical/dental

Weekly pay. Come see us at the starting wages and lasting friendships. Reply quickly for the best opportunities. Come be a part of our team. Contribute to a 5 Star rating on Yelp! 143 S Orange Ave. Fountain/Downtown. Ask for David or Samantha, 321-859-1000. For a resume: Dogday@bellsouth.net


AUTO TRADER
Contract .NET programers wanted to create internet applications
• Paid per application!
• Work from home!

Call: Sean Hovater 866-531-5298 Ext. 2962
sean.hovater@trademonline.com

Energy Regulation Study

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE is looking for a health coach to help clients lose weight and gain energy! This position has a lot of flexibility and is a great fit for those interested in health and fitness. The position is based in Orlando and includes opportunities for part-time and full-time work. Contact us at 407-253-5000 or email brian@riptideinstitute.com for more information.

Central Florida Future

NOW HIRING

INBOUND CALLS

STARTING BONUS $50-$100 PER CALL

Monday 5:30 AM - 7:30 AM and Friday 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Ingredients: Sushi, Sashimi, & a Fun Atmosphere!

WANTED!

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

www.SummerCampEmployment.com
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Energy Regulation Study

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE is looking for a health coach to help clients lose weight and gain energy! This position has a lot of flexibility and is a great fit for those interested in health and fitness. The position is based in Orlando and includes opportunities for part-time and full-time work. Contact us at 407-253-5000 or email brian@riptideinstitute.com for more information.
Look who's graduating!

Central Florida Future Graduation Goodbyes

Samantha Clayborn

Samantha, Congratulations! We are very proud of you and what you have achieved.

Love, Mom & Dad

Download an order form at www.ucfnews.com or e-mail publisher@UCFnews.com for more info.

Deadline is April 25th, Publishes April 27th.

Heather Glen Apartments

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available

407-657-0011 • 10001 Heather Glen Cir

PINE IN THE SKY CROSSWORD

1. Big man • 2. Mutt • 3. Mice
4. Note'en
5. Longest-cousin
6. Bolo • 7. 2BR/2BA • 8. Eagle
9. Most • 10. In • 11. 33
12. Boy
13. Nose-stuffer
14. Dollar
15. Loaf of bread
16. They wait
17. Too
18. A whole • 19. 41
20. "Chowder"
21. Zephyr
22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. Sunny
29. "Chillax"
30. 31. "Cheese"
32. "Mama"
33. Diving duck
34. "God" • 37. "Headlock"
38. "Awkward"
39. "Sober" • 40. "Good"
41. "Blood"
42. "Self" • 43. "Cuddle"
44. "Bee" • 45. "Mister"
46. "Suit"
47. "Snow"
48. "Goat"
49. "Oil"
50. "Teen"
51. "Serie"
52. "Deary"
53. "Doctrinal"
54. "Wet"
55. "Dry"
56. "Wet"
57. "Medication"
58. "Wet"
59. "Dry"
60. "Wet"
61. "Dry"
62. "Wet"
63. "Dry"
64. "Wet"
65. "Dry"
66. "Wet"
67. "Dry"
68. "Wet"
69. "Dry"
70. "Wet"
71. "Dry"
72. "Wet"
73. "Dry"
74. "Wet"
75. "Dry"
76. "Wet"
77. "Dry"
78. "Wet"
79. "Dry"
80. "Wet"
81. "Dry"
82. "Wet"
83. "Dry"
84. "Wet"
85. "Dry"
86. "Wet"
87. "Dry"
88. "Wet"
89. "Dry"
90. "Wet"
91. "Dry"
92. "Wet"
93. "Dry"
94. "Wet"
95. "Dry"
96. "Wet"
97. "Dry"
98. "Wet"
99. "Dry"
100. "Wet"

Solution and new puzzles in next issues Classifieds

Heather Glen Apartments

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available

407-657-0011 • 10001 Heather Glen Cir

Buy any La Pizza Receive 10 Wings FREE!
Make your dreams come true

1, 2, 3 & 4
BEDROOM CONDOMINIUM RESIDENCES
NOW AVAILABLE
STARTING FROM THE

$120's

407.291.0160
838 Grand Regency Pointe
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32714
www.crescentplacecondo.com

On-Site Sales Center & Models Open
Monday - Saturday 10:00am - 6:00pm & Sunday 12noon - 5:00 pm

Directions:
Take I-4 to Maitland-West to Forest City Road (434). Go North and make the 1st left onto Gateway Drive. Crescent Place will be on your left.